Safety

Increase driver safety while reducing corporate risk

You need to make sure you have safe drivers on the road. We’re here to make that happen. Whether your fleet consists of cars, trucks or equipment, our Safety products can be personalized to meet your specific needs.

Our Safety products help you identify high-risk drivers to proactively manage your risk. We have the ability to pull driver motor vehicle record/abstract checks and assign points. We can also craft a comprehensive driver risk profile integrating multiple data sources including collision data. Online driver safety training helps at-risk drivers improve their driving behavior and skills. And for the collisions that do occur, we offer an integrated Collision Management solution that reduces costs and gets vehicles back on the road quickly.

For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit elementfleet.com
SAFETY
Better drivers make for a safer fleet
We provide the solutions you need to ensure safe drivers.

DriverCare MVR Manager
Driver record/abstract checks management & reporting
- Identify high risk pre-hires, employees and secondary drivers via motor vehicle record/abstract checks applying client defined points to each violation type
- Facilitate driver authorization process
- Standardized motor vehicle record/abstract grading across all states/provinces allows for direct comparisons across your fleet
- Documentation stored on secure website with 24/7 access to driver records
- Includes access to our online standard driver safety training modules on a pay per use basis

DriverCare Risk Manager
Includes all the features of DriverCare MVR Manager plus:
- Automated points assignment for various types of events roll up into client defined risk levels
- Scorecards highlight risk rating and events for individual drivers
- Motor vehicle record/abstract data along with Element's collision and safety training data provide a complete driver risk picture
- Unlimited online standard training modules included for at-risk, selective or all drivers
- Safety policy module developed based on your fleet policy

Additional Safety programs
DriverCare MVR Monitor
Performs regular checks for new motor vehicle record activity for updates in license status and citations issued (US only)

Hazard Awareness driver training module
Online training module featuring an unique 360 degree visual experience helping drivers better anticipate and act upon hazards

Advanced driver safety training modules
In addition to our standard online training, Element offers advanced training modules for passenger vehicles, and light, medium & heavy-duty truck drivers covering specialized topics applicable to particular jobs, industries or situations